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Enhanced SiO2 Reliability on
Deuterium-Implanted Silicon

Tias Kundu and Durgamadhab Misra, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Stress-induced leakage current and time-dependent
dielectric breakdown were investigated to examine the reliability
of gate oxides grown on hydrogen- and deuterium-implanted sil-
icon substrates. An order of magnitude improvement in charge-
to-breakdown was observed for the deuterium-implanted devices
as compared with the hydrogen-implanted ones. Such reliability
improvement may be explained by the reduction of defects in the
SiO2 and Si/SiO2 interface, such as Si dangling bonds, weak
Si–Si bonds, and strained Si–O bonds due to the retention of
implanted deuterium at the interface and in the bulk oxide as
confirmed by secondary ion mass spectroscopy.

Index Terms—Constant voltage stress, dangling bond passi-
vation, deuterium implantation, hydrogen implantation, isotope
effect, oxide breakdown, SILC.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE BREAKDOWN characteristics of ultrathin SiO2 film
that serves as gate dielectric in silicon MOSFET is one of

the important issues for the miniaturization of ultralarge-scale
integration (ULSI) devices. Deuterium incorporation compared
with that of hydrogen at the Si/SiO2 interface is known to
improve the device reliability characteristics [1], [2] because
deuterium desorption is substantially reduced as compared
with hydrogen desorption due to isotope effect. Suppressed
stress-induced leakage current (SILC) was observed under
Fowler–Nordheim (F–N) injection when oxide was formed by
deuterium pyrogenic oxidation [3]. Recently, various methods
[4], [5] were used to incorporate deuterium at the Si/SiO2

interface, including annealing [6]–[8].
Deuterium incorporation through implantation in middle-

of-line process [9], [10] has minimal impact. On the other
hand, deuterium implantation before gate oxide growth can be
optimized to precisely control the incorporation of deuterium
atoms [11], [12]. The use of implantation before the growth of
gate oxide can effectively retain deuterium ions at the interface
and in the bulk of the oxide. In addition, deuterium implantation
can sustain larger thermal budget as compared with deuterium
annealing. Due to the presence of sidewall spacers, deuterium
diffusion can have a localized effect, such as higher concen-
tration at the drain and source end of the channel if deu-
terium annealing is used. Deuterium implantation, on the other
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hand, can provide a spatially uniform distribution of deuterium
throughout the channel.

Inasmuch as the implantation is carried out before the growth
of the gate oxide, it is expected that this process does not affect
the integrity of the gate oxide. However, the reliability of this
oxide is still unknown. In this paper, we present the SILC and
breakdown characteristics of oxide grown on hydrogen- and
deuterium-implanted silicon substrates. Suppression of the trap
creation and SILC was observed under F–N stressing condition
due to retention of deuterium at the Si/SiO2 interface and bulk
SiO2 as determined by SIMS analysis.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Deuterium and hydrogen were implanted into a 5-in p-type
Si wafer with a resistivity of 0.8–1.2 Ω · cm through a 20-nm-
thick sacrificial oxide with an implantation energy of 20 keV
with a dose of 1 × 1014 atoms/cm2. The energy and dose
optimization results are published elsewhere [11]. The wafer
without any implantation was used as control. Following the
removal of the sacrificial oxide, dry oxidation was used to grow
6.5 nm of gate oxide at 800 ◦C for 30 min with a flow rate of
750-sccm N2 and 500-sccm O2. Al of 3000 Å was immedi-
ately deposited to form MOS capacitors. The oxide thickness
was measured using an ellipsometer on 13 sites, and ±3-Å
variation across the wafer was found. The oxide thickness
for the hydrogen-implanted samples was ∼ 10% higher as
compared with the deuterium-implanted devices. This was also
compared with the thickness estimated from the electrical mea-
surements [capacitance–voltage (C–V ) measurements], which
yielded similar results. After back metallization, a postmetal
annealing was carried out at 400 ◦C for 20 min. The oxide
was evaluated by measuring the prestress and poststress char-
acteristics after applying a constant voltage stress (CVS) of
9.2 MV/cm on capacitors with 100-µm diameter. HP 4156A
semiconductor parameter analyzer and 4284 LCR meter were
used for all measurements.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 1 shows the J−EOX characteristics before and after the
MOS capacitors were subjected to a low stress level at a CVS
(gate negative) with a field of 9.2 MV/cm for 500 s. A higher
poststress leakage current was observed for the hydrogen-
implanted devices as compared with the deuterium-implanted
ones. All hydrogen-implanted devices showed similar results.
The SILC for the hydrogen case in the entire sweeping voltages
indicates a large increase of oxide traps, leading to a soft
breakdown-like characteristics.
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Fig. 1. J−EOX curves of the deuterium- and hydrogen-implanted devices
before and after a CVS of −6 V for 500 s. An increase in the leakage
current was observed for the hydrogen samples (circles) as compared with
the deuterium samples (triangles). The leakage current of the control sample
(squares) has also been monitored after a CVS of −6 V for 400 s. The inset
shows the gate current versus the stress time plot for the control, hydrogen-
implanted, and deuterium-implanted samples.

It is well known that under the CVS conditions, the injected
electrons from the cathode gain kinetic energy from the oxide
field and, upon reaching the anode, break the Si–H, SiOH,
and strained Si–O bonds. The released hydrogen/holes, while
traveling toward the cathode, create oxide traps [13]. SILC is
attributed to the generated bulk traps that contribute to trap-
assisted tunneling [14]. The traps created in the bulk of the
oxide by the released hydrogen from the interface during stress
therefore contributed to an increase in the poststress leakage
current in the hydrogen-implanted devices. The suppressed
SILC for the deuterium implantation case, on the other hand,
demonstrates an isotope effect, as it is more difficult to break the
Si–D bonds as compared with the Si–H bonds at the interface
[15], contributing to less trap creation within the bulk oxide.
The leakage current for the control sample (no implantation)
was also monitored, as shown in Fig. 1. It is observed that the
poststressed leakage current of the control sample increases as
compared with the hydrogen and deuterium samples at 0 V.

The observed current versus time during the stress is shown
in the inset of Fig. 1. Hydrogen-implanted devices show a
fluctuation in the gate current, which also indicates a soft
breakdown behavior, whereas the breakdown of the deuterium-
implanted devices extended beyond 1000 s without any such
fluctuations. For the control samples, oxide breakdown was
observed at around 500 s. The higher leakage current observed
for the deuterium-implanted devices is due to the lower ox-
ide thickness obtained during oxidation as compared with the
hydrogen-implanted case [16]. It should be noted that higher
desorption rate for hydrogen, which is 1.6× that of deuterium
[17], leads to a lower oxide growth rate in the deuterium-
implanted case as the diffused hydrogen/deuterium takes part
in the oxidation process. Lee et al. observed a similar effect
during the oxide growth conducted after deuterium prebake [5].

The flat-band voltage shift ∆VFB before and after stress is
observed in the (C–V ) measurement, as shown in Fig. 2. The
shift in the poststressed (C–V ) curves toward the positive gate
voltage direction is attributed to the creation of net negatively
charged centers in the bulk oxide due to electron trapping

Fig. 2. High-frequency (C–V ) curves (1 MHz) for the hydrogen (circles),
deuterium (triangles), and control samples (squares) before and after stress of
−6 V for 200 s, which show a larger flat-band voltage shift ∆VFB for the
hydrogen case.

Fig. 3. Weibull plots for charge-to-breakdown showing the comparison
between the control (no implantation), hydrogen-implanted, and deuterium-
implanted devices at a stress level of −7 V.

[18]. However, a reduced ∆VFB of 20 mV for the deuterium-
implanted samples indicate a suppressed electron trap creation
in the oxide. The reduced electron trap concentration in the
gate oxide further supports the lower SILC observed for the
deuterium-implanted devices. The lower value of capacitance
in the accumulation region for the hydrogen-implanted devices
is attributed to a higher oxide thickness as compared with the
deuterium-implanted case.

Fig. 3 illustrates the cumulative failure versus the charge-
to-breakdown QBD for control, hydrogen-implanted, and
deuterium-implanted samples under CVS with a voltage of
7 V (gate negative). It is clearly seen that the devices with
deuterium implantation exhibits a significantly higher QBD, the
difference being an order of magnitude greater (considering
at the 63% failure level) in comparison with the hydrogen
and control devices. Given the limited number of devices
tested, the interpretation of the breakdown distribution be-
comes difficult. However, if we take into consideration the
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Fig. 4. SIMS concentration profile for deuterium shows a peak concentration
of 6 × 1018/cm3 for 20 keV with a dose of 1 × 1014/cm2 at 325 nm
immediately after deuterium implantation. The inset shows a peak deuterium
concentration of 1.7 × 1018/cm3 after gate oxidation showing a peak within
the oxide 1.5 nm from the Si/SiO2 interface and an interface deuterium
concentration of 7.8 × 1017/cm3.

error bars for each measurement, a single Weibull slope can
be extracted. The breakdown distribution therefore clearly
indicates that the overall QBD is significantly greater for the
deuterium-implanted devices due to the presence of deuterium.
Furthermore, deuterium-implanted devices show an enhanced
reliability for higher electric fields for the same voltage level,
the thickness of the deuterium-implanted devices being smaller
as compared with the hydrogen-implanted and control samples.

The larger charge-to-breakdown of the deuterium-implanted
devices is attributed as due to less electron trap creation, as
it is known that the electron traps created in the gate oxides
during F–N injection are an important precursor leading to
oxide breakdown [19]. Suppression of trap creation is clearly
evident due to the presence of deuterium in the oxide and at the
interface.

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) confirms the pres-
ence of deuterium, as shown in Fig. 4. Retention of deuterium
is clearly evident after gate oxidation (inset). SIMS profiles
show a peak concentration of 6 × 1018/cm3 at a depth of
325 nm immediately after the deuterium implantation. After
gate oxide growth, the concentration of deuterium reduces to
the background level in the bulk silicon, whereas it peaks within
the oxide near the Si/SiO2 interface at a depth of 5 nm with a
concentration of 1.7 × 1018/cm3. At the interface deuterium,
concentration is found to be 7.8 × 1017/cm3, which is much
larger than the ideal concentration of the dangling bonds at
the Si/SiO2 interface. The change in concentration and peak
shift indicate that the implanted ions diffuse toward the surface
due to the chemical potential difference between SiO2 and Si
[12]. Inasmuch as deuterium has a lower activation energy for
diffusion in SiO2 as compared with silicon [20], deuterium
atoms pile up in the oxide near the interface during oxidation.

Fig. 5 shows the extracted interface state density Dit for
both hydrogen and deuterium devices evaluated using the con-
ductance technique [21] immediately after the oxide growth
before any applied stress. An identical passivation was observed
for both hydrogen- and deuterium-implanted devices with a
trap density of 6.94 × 1010 eV−1 · cm−2 at the energy level of
0.35 eV in the Si band gap. Dangling bonds at the interface Pb0

Fig. 5. Dit distribution for deuterium- and hydrogen-implanted devices be-
fore stress shows an identical passivation of the interface. The inset shows a
fivefold increase in the value of Dit for the hydrogen case as compared with
the deuterium case after a −6-V CVS for 200 s.

are known to be one of the major contributors for the interface
state density [22] and have their (0 → 1) electron transition ap-
proximately at 0.3 eV and (1 → 2) transition at 0.85 eV above
the valance band edge [23]. In our case, the passivation of the
dangling bonds brings about a reduction in the density of Pb0

centers at 0.35 eV, suggesting a clear passivation of interface
states for both the hydrogen- and deuterium-implanted devices.
However, when the devices were subjected to a CVS for 100 s,
Dit was found to increase by 5× in case of the hydrogen-
implanted case as compared with the deuterium case, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 5. Dit generation due to hydrogen release at
the Si/SiO2 interface was further confirmed by the poststress
interface trap generation where deuterium implantation showed
significant improvement.

We have therefore observed from the preceding measure-
ments that deuterium atoms incorporated by implantation dif-
fuse to the Si/SiO2 interface, react with the interface dangling
bonds, weak Si–Si bonds, and strained Si–O [24] bonds, and
are also incorporated in the bulk SiO2 as evidenced by the
postoxidation SIMS concentration profile. During oxidation,
the diffused deuterium atoms that are introduced in the bulk
SiO2 structure possibly contribute to the construction of the
SiO2 film being incorporated in the SiO2 network [3]. It has
been reported that the strength of the Si–OD bonds formed
during oxidation is larger than that of the Si–D bonds, which
passivates the interface defects [16]. Gerardi et al. reported that
the stability of the Si–H bond increases when the silicon atoms
form bonds with the larger electronegative oxygen atoms [25].
Furthermore, thermal desorption spectroscopy data suggest that
the activation energy of desorption is 7% higher when deu-
terium participated in the oxidation process as compared with
the deuterium annealing [26].

The presence of deuterium at the interface and in the bulk
oxide therefore suppresses deuterium release, which triggers
defect generation [13] at the interface and in the bulk region
under F–N stress. Therefore, the deuterium atoms incorporated
into both the Si/SiO2 interface and the bulk SiO2 by implanta-
tion play an important role in the suppression of the electron
trap creation under F–N stress, which yields a suppressed
SILC, Dit, ∆VFB, and higher QBD as deuterium has a lower
desorption rate due to the resonance between the Si–D bond
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bending mode and the transverse optical phonon of the bulk
silicon [15].

Inasmuch as the optimized condition for effective deuterium
passivation for a 65-Å oxide has been obtained for a 20-keV
energy and a 1 × 1014/cm2 dose of implantation [12], use
of similar conditions for a thinner oxide may not lead to the
desired passivation effect due to variation in thermal budget.
For oxide scaling, i.e., thinner oxides, the energy and dose of
implantation need to be selected appropriately for optimum
results. Lower energy of implantation can be used to obtain
effective interface and oxide passivation in thinner oxide as the
peak concentration depth decreases [27], which will lead to the
interface during the oxide growth.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a reliability improvement of gate
oxide grown on deuterium-implanted silicon substrate under
CVS. The SILC and breakdown measurements show that the
deuterium-implanted oxides resulted in an order of magnitude
improvement as compared with the hydrogen-implanted ones.
Results also indicate that implantation can be used as an alter-
native technique to incorporate deuterium atoms at the Si/SiO2

interface as there is a strong evidence of reduced trap creation
induced by the release of hydrogen species and due to the nature
of the chemical bonding of the atoms inside the oxide and at the
interface.
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